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Creating a Sorting Area

A sorting area is a place that you create where you will pre-sort
the mail and other papers you receive. A sorting area will include:

What is a sorting area and what should be included in it?

Recycling Bin/Bag Shredder/Shred Bag

Garbage Can To Read Basket

What is the best way to sort the mail?

Walk to your sorting area and BEFORE you put the pile of
papers down - shred ALL the credit card offers, car trade-in
offers, magazine solicitations, and junk card offers. Then,
recycle all the ads to stores you don't shop at. 

Watch out for the "I might need this product or service in the
future" offers! Trust me, more offers will come your way, and
when you are ready for that product or service, you will be
able to find an offer again! Until you are ready for the
product or service, recycle the offer!



What should be included in a To-Read basket?

Place casual reading material such as
magazines, newsletters, and other pamphlets
in this basket. This will keep them organized
and readily available to grab.

If subscriptions begin to build up unread, take a moment to
reflect and consider if you should continue to subscribe.

Where should a sorting area be located?

Determine where you naturally walk to when you get the
mail - this could be the kitchen counter, kitchen table,
recliner, or desk.

This will be the best place to set up your sorting area to
start. You can change the location later on once the habit
has been established, but for now we want to make it as
close to your usual routine as possible.

We naturally walk toward windows because
we are drawn to good lighting. Keep your
location near a good source of natural or
artificial lighting to ease strain on your eyes. 

Good lighting, and maybe even a pair of
reading glasses, will help keep you focused
on your paper management.

What does lighting have to do with it?



What supplies are helpful at a sorting station?

What do I do with ads and coupons?

Only keep the advertisements and coupons from the stores
that you shop at. “Good Deals” have a tendency to diminish
when we go to stores that we do not normally shop at,
because we end up purchasing more items than we normally
would and spending more money in the end!

Pro Tip:
Use a large or brightly

colored key chain to help
keep track of your keys!

Keep them at your 
sorting area.

Letter opener ~ avoid breaking nails and
getting paper cuts 
Stapler ~ for those multi-sheet
statements
Post it notes ~ so you can write reminders
Pens/pencils ~ for making notes
Highlighter ~ to highlight important areas
Binder clips ~ these work better than
paperclips, as papers are less likely to
get mixed up

Here is a list of items that are helpful to have
in your sorting area:



Take 10 minutes to place yourself on the 
Do Not Solicit list. 

 
Opt out of credit card offers and USPS

advertisements with these links:

9. How do I stop all the junk mail?

Solicitation 
REMOVAL
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Federal Trade Commission 
Consumer Information

https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/how-
stop-junk-mail

 
US Post Office

https://faq.usps.com/s/article/Refuse-
unwanted-mail-and-remove-name-from-

mailing-lists
 

Opt-Out Prescreen Credit card Offers
https://www.optoutprescreen.com/

 
Unroll Me – Online Junk Mail Removal

join.unroll.me
 

Catalog Choice
https://www.catalogchoice.org/
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